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Abstract. In this work, the Song and Mason equation of state has been
applied to calculate the PVT properties of refrigerants. The equation
of state is based on the statistical-mechanical perturbation theory of
hard convex bodies. The theory has considerable predictive power,
since it permits the construction of the PVT surface from the normal
boiling temperature and the liquid density at the normal boiling point.
The average absolute deviation for the calculated densities of 11 refrigerants is 1.1%.
Key words: equation of state; liquid density; normal boiling point;
refrigerants; statistical mechanics.

Resumen. En este trabajo, la ecuación de estado de Song y Mason se
ha utilizado para calcular las propiedades PVT de los refrigerantes.
La ecuación de estado se basa en la teoría de la perturbación de la
mecánica estadística de cuerpos convexos duros. La teoría tiene una
gran capacidad de predicción, ya que permite la construcción de la
superficie PVT sólo a partir de la temperatura y de la densidad del
líquido en el punto de ebullición normal. La desviación absoluta media
de las densidades calculadas de 11 refrigerantes es del 1.1%.
Palabras clave: Ecuación de estado; densidad del líquido; punto de
ebullición normal; refrigerantes; mecánica estadística.

Introduction

thermophysical behavior of refrigerants over a wide range of
temperatures and pressures.

The ozone exhausting properties of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)
led to restrict the use of such chemical substances. These fluids
were primarily used as refrigerants, but are also important as
blowing agents in polymer foam manufacture and cleaning solvents in electronic circuit manufacture. An optimum alternative
to replace existing chlorofluorocarbons is required to develop
accurate thermodynamic information. Due to the difficulties in
obtaining the detailed experimental data for all promising substitutes, there is the large demand on the theoretical method.
Recently molecular simulation methods [1-3] have been
applied to predict thermophysical properties of refrigerants.
Despite the punctuality, molecular simulation methods are
computationally expensive and need accurate potential energy
function for this purpose.
The description of properties of fluids using accurate equation of state is another method [4,5]. In physics, equation of
state attempts to describe the relationship between pressure,
temperature and volume for a given substance. Once the equation of state established, all thermodynamic behavior of this
substance can be predicted. Most modern theories of liquids
have been developed over the past years based on the recognition that the structure of a liquid is determined primarily by
repulsive forces, so that fluids of hard bodies can serve as
useful reference system and the influence of the attractions
and the softness of repulsions are considered as perturbation
in statistical-mechanics perturbation theories [6, 7] of fluids.
Additionally, attempts have been made to develop new integral
equations [8].
This paper is aimed at elucidating how the equation of
state by Song and Mason [9] can be used with even less input
information for refrigerants over a wide range of temperatures
and pressures. In particular, knowledge of only two constant,
the normal boiling temperature and the liquid density at normal
boiling point as scaling parameters is sufficient to predict the

Theoretical Equation of State
Song and Mason [9] proposed an analytical equation of state for
convex-molecular fluids based on statistical-mechanical perturbation theory. The equation of state is of the form:
P

UkT
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where P is the pressure, ρ is the molar (number) density, B2(T)
is the second virial coefficient, α(T) is the contribution of the
repulsive forces to the second virial coefficient, G(η) is the
average pair distribution function at contact for equivalent hard
convex bodies, η is the packing fraction, and kT is the thermal
energy per one molecule. Song and Mason [9] adopted the following form for G(η), which is shown to be accurate for hard
convex bodies [9, 10].
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where γ1 and γ2 are chosen to reproduce the correct third and
fourth virial coefficients. In practice γ1 and γ2 can be approximated in terms of a single nonsphericity parameter γ, equal
to unity for hard spheres. The parameters γ1 and γ2 have been
defined in terms of γ as [9]:
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The packing fraction, η, is given by
b( T ) U
1  3J 

K

(5)

where b is the van der Waals covolume and can be defined in
terms of α as [9]:
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Once the intermolecular potential energy function is known,
the temperature-dependent parameters B2(T ), α(T ), and b(T )
can be found by three integrations, and γ is the best found by
fitting available P-V-T data [9].
The second virial coefficient B2(T ) has a central role in
the equation of state, Eq. (1); it is used both directly and as the
source of a scaling constant for calculation of α(T ) and b(T )
[9]. In fact B2(T ) is used to determine the Boyle parameters, the
Boyle volume and the Boyle temperature, and it is shown that
when reduced in terms of the Boyle volume α(T ) and b(T ) are
universal functions of the reduced temperature [11]. This means
that one can also use experimental values of B2(T ) over a wide
range of temperatures to determine the Boyle parameters, and
hence α(T ) and b(T ). But accurate potential energy functions
for real fluid to calculation the B2(T ) are scarce. Of course, the
experimental second virial coefficient is another good source
for using the equation of state (EoS). But experimental second
virial coefficients have not been derived for all systems over
a wide range of temperatures. Therefore, it seems reasonable
to find other methods to evaluate the second virial coefficient.
The most generally useful method to predict of the volumetric
properties of fluids, such as the second virial coefficient, is
the use of the hypothesis of corresponding states, which came
originally from van der Waals in his well-known EoS.
In the absence of accurate values of the second virial coefficients, there are some corresponding-states methods by which
the second virial coefficients and the other two temperature-dependent parameters can be calculated with reasonable accuracy
[12-17].
In these methods we need two scaling constants, one to
reduce the second virial coefficient and one to reduce the temperature. In the conventional law of corresponding states the
critical temperature and the critical volume are used for this
purpose, but the critical parameters are either scarce or not
measured accurately due to the experimental difficulties at the
critical point. Eslami [16] showed that using two easily measurable scaling constants, the normal boiling temperature and
the liquid density at the normal boiling point, one can generate
universal plots of the reduced second virial coefficient versus
the reduced temperature. In the absence of accurate values of
B2(T ), we have used the following correlation [16]:
B2 (T ) U nb

where, ρnb and Tnb represent the liquid density at the normal
boiling point and the normal boiling temperature, respectively.
Then the empirical equation given by Song and Mason [14]
for α/vB and b/vB as a function of T/TB, using Lennard-Jones
(12-6) potential, was rescaled by Tnb and ρnb, instead of TB
and vB as:
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where
a1= −0.086,    a2= 2.3988
c1= 0.5624,    c2= 1.4267
The remaining problem is to find γ from PVT data. This
adjustable parameter is determined by fitting the high density experimental PVT data. Once the value of the constant γ
is determined, the entire volumetric behavior is established.
The values of γ for each fluid are given in Table 1. When
the temperature-dependent parameters together with the values
of γ are known, Eq. (1) can be applied to calculate the PVT
properties.

Results and discussion
In this work, 11 refrigerants were studied with the Song and
Mason equation of state, and our essential result is that this
equation (1), together with correlation equations, Equations
(7)-(9), to calculate the saturated and compressed liquid and gas
density of refrigerants over a wide range of temperatures and
pressures. Actually the purpose of this work is to show how this
equation of state can be used with even less input information
for refrigerants. Two constants are needed for each refrigerant, Tnb and ρnb, which are readily available, and we obtained
them from references [18, 19]. Values obtained for γ as well
as normal boiling temperature and liquid densities at the boiling point and acentric factors (required for the Peng-Robinson
equation of state to be characterized) for 11 refrigerants are
given in Table 1. The saturation and compressed liquid densities for these refrigerants were made for many thermodynamic
points, and the results are given in Table 2 along with the AAD
(average absolute deviation). All of the results in this table are
compared with experimental data [20-22]. As Table 2 shows;
the agreement between the calculated and experimental data of
these refrigerants is very good. The deviations of the Peng-Rob-
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Table 1. Description of refrigerants subject to the present study and their input parameters (column 2-4)* in the equation of state.
Refrigerants

Chemical formula

Tnb(K)a

ρnb (kg.m−3)a

γ

ω

R11

CCl3F

269.85b

1479.0b

0.750

0.189

R23

CHF3

191.05

1460.0

0.752

0.264

R32

CH2F2

221.35

1215.0

0.762

0.271

R124

CHClF-CF3

261.05b

1474.0b

0.763

0.286

R125

CF3-CHF2

224.95

1516.0

0.729

0.307

R134a

CF3-CH2F

247.05

1378.0

0.743

0.329

R143a

CF3-CH3

225.55

1166.0

0.783

0.262

R152a

CHF2-CH3

248.45

1011.0

0.699

0.265

R218

CF3-CF2-CF3

23645

1603.0

0.761

0.325

R227ea

CF3-CHF-CF3

256.65b

1535.0b

0.760

0.354

CH3-CH2-CH3

231.15b

582.0b

0.799

0.152

R290

*Tnb,ρnb, γ and ω stand for normal boiling temperature, liquid density at the normal boiling point, adjustable parameter of Song and Mason
EoS and acentric factor for Peng-Robinson EoS, respectively.
aFrom Ref. [18].
bFrom Ref. [19].
Table 2. The calculated results for the saturated liquid density of refrigerants compared with experimental data [20-22] and the results of the
Peng-Robinson equation of state.
AAD%a

Substance

Range of temperature (K)

Range of pressure (bar)
Present work

Peng-Robinson EoS

R11b

274.1-352.6

1.98-60

3.2

6.7

R23

180-280

0.51-30

2.1

5.1

R32

200-330

0.3-36.7

2.1

12.5

R124b

260-338

4.95-59.94

1.4

3.2

R125

172.5 - 310

0.035 - 18.62

2.7

2.2

R134a

232.7 - 340

0.5 - 19.715

1.7

2.6

R143ab

242.7-303.6

20-60

0.9

5.6

R152a

170 - 250

0.004 - 1.053

2.9

7.3

R218b

247.2-328.3

9.96-59.94

1.2

8.4

R227eab

242.9-323.3

15-54.97

1.2

3.1

R227eac

278.2-368.1

9.2-299.93

2.2

4.7

R290b

248.7-308.4

20-60

1.9

5.6

a

AAD% here is the average of |(ρcal.-ρexp.)/ρexp.| × 100
Ref. [21]
c Ref. [22]
b

inson EoSs results are given in Table 2 as AAD for comparison.
Also, this equation of state is applied for vapor density R11,
R23, R124 and R134a at different temperature and pressure and
the results are compared with experimental data [23] in Fig. 1.
As Fig. 1. shows; the agreement between the calculated vapor
densities and the experimental data is very good.
Comparison of our calculated densities in Tables 2, Fig.
1. with experiment [20-23] show that the present equation of
state can well reproduce the density of refrigerants over a wide
range of temperatures and pressures. There is no need to know
an accurate potential energy function, or to know the values
of the critical constants for the calculation of the second virial

coefficients. It can be calculated using simple scaling constants,
which are readily available. The other two temperature dependant parameters, α(T ) and b(T ), are insensitive to the details
of the potential energy functions and are just obtainable from
the repulsive branch of the potential, or as it is described in this
work by knowing just two readily available scaling constants,
which are readily available.
The analytic nature of the equation of state also leads to
difficulties with the two phase region, because the equation
produces van der Waals loops in the subcritical P-V isotherms
instead of the correct first-order vapor-liquid transitions.The
vapor pressure can, nevertheless, be predicted by application
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Fig. 1 Deviation plot from experimental data [23] for calculated vapor
densities by this equation of state as a function of temperature for a)
CCl3F, b) CHF3, c) CHClF-CF3, d) CF3-CH2F.

of the Maxwell equal-area construction to the loops. But, the
results are not satisfactory.

Conclusion
In the present work, only two empirical parameters, normal
boiling temperature and liquid densities at the boiling point,
which are readily available, are needed to predict the liquid
and gas densities of these refrigerants without knowledge of
the exact potential energy function or the experimental second
virial coefficients.
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Nomenclature
List of symbols definition
a
constant, Eqs. (8) and (9)
b
analogous to the van der Waals covolume
B2
second virial coefficient
c
constant, Eqs. (8) and (9)
average pair distribution function
G(η)
for hard sphere bodies at contact
P
pressure
k
Boltzmann’s constant
T
temperature
Greek letters
Correlation factor for the softness
α
of the repulsive forces
free adjustable parameter
γ
third virial coefficient
γ1
fourth virial coefficient
γ2
packing fraction
η
molar density
ρ
subscript
B
Boyle
cal.
calculated
exp.
experiment
nb
normal boiling point

unit
—
m3 · mol−1
m3 · mol−1
—
—
Pa
J · K−1
K
m3 · mol−1
—
—
—
—
mol · m−3
—
—
—
—

